
Steps for Authorizing New Instructors

Prior to using the AATD for training, instructors who have not yet been familiarized with the one-G Foundation
should be guided through a sim checkout -- similar to a new aircraft checkout -- where understanding of all
available systems and tools, as well as normal and emergency procedures are covered and tested for
competency and understanding.

We also recommend 'recurrent' training as well for any instructors who would like a refresher.  This can help
keep instructors fluent and comfortable with training their students in the sim.

Step 1. Send Operation Manuals: Email the instructor copies of the following attached operation manuals -
they can also be found in the Portal under the Document tab.:

a. one-G Foundation Operations Manual
b. one-G Instructor Operator Station Guide
c. one-G Portal Student and Instructor Guide

You might also want to print these manuals and have them stored near the sim.
*It can be really helpful to have at least the one-G Foundation Instructor Checklist printed and laminated so it is
always readily available. See the one-G Foundation Operations Manual, page 24.

Step 2. Create one-G User Account: Make sure the new instructor creates a one-G account in advance of
the training session. This is best accomplished ahead of time by having the instructor navigate to
portal.flyone-g.com from any internet-connected device, clicking “Sign Up”, and following the instructions (for
more detailed instructions, please refer to p3-5 of the one-G Portal Student and Instructor Guide).

If the instructor does not have a one-G account at the start of a training session, a new account may be
created directly from the IOS while launching a session on the AATD by clicking on the “New Student”
hyperlink at the bottom of the secondary login screen. After account creation and successful sim checkout, this
“New Student” account can be converted to an Authorized Instructor account by continuing to follow the steps
outlined in this document below.

Step 3. Schedule a Train the Trainer session:  Typically a designated CFI or a one-G Site Admin will train
new instructors on the sim.

Step 5. Training Checklist: We recommend utilizing the one-G New Instructor IOS Training Checklist so
as not to miss covering any IOS (Instructor Operator Station) features during the checkout. This outline is
designed to encompass everything you need to know about the successful use and operation of the AATD.
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Step 6. Quiz: After having read the manuals and completed the first training session, the instructor is required
to take the one-G New Instructor Checkout Quiz before being added as an authorized user.
one-G New Instructor Checkout Quiz
https://forms.gle/7K5reXAmUqkSUfMi6

Step 7. Authorized User: After completing the quiz, the instructor can be added as an Authorized User in the
Portal.  *If 3 or more answers are missed, then the instructor will need to re-submit the quiz before being
approved. The instructor will receive a copy of the quiz, and once approved will need to submit a copy of the
quiz to a Site Admin.  Only a Site Admin can add and authorize an instructor.
(see page 14 in the one-G Portal Administrator Guide).
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